
 

 

 

 

To: 
The Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB), 
1045, Sansome Street, Suite 450 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
 

SUB: Our Observations and comments on the proposed changes to SASB documents 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

We at EcoBlu Ventures Pvt. Ltd. (EBV), are pleased to be invited by SASB to provide our observations 
and comments on the changes that SASB proposes to incorporate into their Rules of Procedure and 
Conceptual Framework documents. We have carefully reviewed the documents and have tabulated 
our thoughts against each document for the relevant components as below. 

A. Conceptual Framework 

# Heading Comments 

Q1 Is the 
Conceptual 
Framework 
Adequate for 
global 
standards? 

With reference to Figure 2 on page 22, consider inclusion of the following 
that are core to Sustainability philosophy  
Top-Tier –include ‘Solution-Seeking’ as one of the objectives, to drive 
sustainability themes in a consistent manner.  
Mid-High Tier – SASB standards – include ‘& Integration’ to align with others 
like Natural Capital (Environmental), CSR (Social), and OECD (Corporate 
Governance) 
Mid-Low Tier – Consider including as Topic/Characteristics – ‘Nature 
Positive’, ‘Circularity’, ‘Do No Harm’ and ‘Partnerships’ (to achieve SDG)  
Bottom tier – include ‘Pivoting-Potential’ as one of the tenets, to enable ESG 
projects of scale delivering multiple-benefits across multiple 
sectors/governments with PPP 

Q2 Approach to 
Governance? 

This appears to be diluting the “G” part of ESG: By opting out of Board 
Composition, Board Structure, Shareholder Rights, RTPs, proxy voting, etc, 
to ‘Human Capital’ issues, ESG gets watered down to ESg (i.e., the 
importance of governance component is diminished)  

Q3 Financial 
Materiality 

Recommend including ‘Nature Capital’ – Blue, Green & Gray that represents 
Biodiversity, Ecological Services, Circularity, are financially material. These 
seem to have taken a back-seat 

Q4 Character of 
Topics 

Can consider inclusion of a ‘Standard of Care’ screen that can be added to 
call-out issues that are topical but are not fully material. For instance, this 
can be parked aside in Figure 3 on Page 24 outside the gray portion, such as 
buyback of shares 

Q6 Additional 
Comments 

1. Need to consider aligning with other standards WEF/GRI/OECD/SDG – 
else, SASB is a standalone silo 

2. SASB to embed Nature-Positive, Circularity, Pivoting, Partnership & 
Solution-Seeking 

3. SASB to articulate common ground for Sustainability Scoring, Rating & 
Ranking  

 



 

 

 

B. Rules of Procedure  

# Heading Comments  

Q7 Operating 
Procedures 

Provisions of SASB appears too US-Centric. Asian/State-Cos do SDG 17 by 
default. For instance, in Figure 4 on page 27 - may include SRoI for other 
social sectors as O&G Infrastructure/projects may benefit or serve other 
sectors as well 

Q8 Std. Setting 
Agenda 

Why can’t ESG be cut from the larger cloth of GRI/SDG reports to align 
better with ESG – minimizes reporting fatigue, better consistency and 
uncovers deep opportunities 

Q9 Stakeholder 
Participation 

Enforcing greater cross-sector/government collaboration (SDG 17) – as 
large problems on nature/climate/resources can be tackled only when 
there is scale/collaboration 

Q10 SASB 
Governance 

SASB needs to have broader participation with EU, UK, Canada, etc.  Asia 
is nowhere to be seen, despite being critical to the supply chain.  SASB can 
have Dubai presence! 

Q11 Complimentary 
Wholistic 

Integrity issues left out from G – do we end up with ESg instead of ESG?  
How leadership spends time and behaves/acts/direct resources is the 
biggest factor. 

Q12 Additional 
Questions 

Tackling large sustainability issues (such as WEF 2020) seems to buried 
somewhere – ESG report becomes a backstop to keep high market cap 
and higher share price. 

 

We hope that the above is clear and contributes to improving the changes to the standards proposed 
within SASB. If you have any clarifications on any of the questions or comments provided above, we 
will be happy to discuss the same in more detail. Thanks and Best Regards 

 Sincerely 

 

_______________    

Sanjeev G. Kulkarni      

(Executive Director & Founder)     


